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ABSTRACT : Security is a major issue in wireless sensor networks for secure communication between the 
sensor nodes. As the application of wireless sensor networks grows, there is a requirement for secure 
communication mechanisms. The sensor nodes can be influenced through many environmental factors and those 
security aspects need to be addressed at the start of the machine design. In this paper, we tried to provide a brief 
on numerous security issues and their countermeasures in wireless sensor networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a sort of AdHoc community that contains a huge number of 
sensor nodes. There is not any constant infrastructure for Wireless sensor networks and may be deployed and 
managed in an AdHoc manner. There are many applications of wireless sensor networks including military 
applications, medical and home applications, etc. The WSNs may be used to detect and track the intrusion of 
enemies, to detect forest fires and floods to monitor environmental pollutions, and also to degree the traffic 
flows in the networks. The common sensor nodes are responsible for the transmission of real-time sensor data of 
a few precise software to the intermediate collection nodes called cluster head. The back-end data center will 
receive the sensed data from the cluster head for further process and analysis. 

  Security is one of the fundamental constraints in the WSNs. As the WSNs normally deployed in remote 
environments and work in an unattended manner, prevention of attack and protection of privacy of data 
collected at each node. We will discuss the security countermeasure schemes and their classification for the 
sensed data. 

This paper aims to provide a survey on security in wireless sensor networks, which highlights and 
considers major security issues and implications of wireless sensor networks. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In recent years, there are several security issues have been identified. The security threats may be 
categorized into two categories [13]: 

1. Active attacks: Active attacks are the attacks in which the attacker modifies the contents of the 
sensed data. Examples for active attacks are node replication attacks, wormhole attacks, 
compromised node attacks, etc. 

2. Passive attacks: Passive attacks are the attacks in which the attacker monitors the network to check 
the data communication. An Example of the passive attack can be considered as eavesdropping.  

The authors in [1] had mentioned various challenges in mobile wireless sensor networks. The network 
structure of wireless sensor networks is dynamic since nodes will join and leave the network frequently. 
Also, the authors have discussed the various kinds of attacks that are possible on sensor networks. They 
have discussed the low-level security in mobile sensor networks. 

The authors in [2] have discussed the attacks against broadcast services in wireless sensor networks. 
These attacks will have the most catastrophic effects on power and other resource constraints. As the 
duplicate packets are propagated through the sensor nodes without being filtered out, the sensor nodes 
will simply waste their energy and memory on transmitting and buffering those false packets. They 
proposed a new secure broadcast authentication for sensor networks. According to their r esearch, this 
authentication scheme may be used to detect invalid packets and to isolate links that are from the 
compromised nodes, which results in enhanced resistance to various security attacks including DoS 
attacks. Their research contains two components: Lightweight Neighbor Authentication Protocol 
(LNAP) and Predictive Hash-Based Broadcast Protocol (PHBBP). LNAP is used for authenticating the 
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received packet that whether the packet is really from a neighbor or not. This protocol allows each 
sensor node to authenticate whether a received packet is really from a neighbor or not. The PHBBP 
protocol is based on PH technique and size selecting the forwarding technique.  

The authors in [4] have mentioned the safety framework for preserving privacy in data aggregation in 
wireless sensor networks. The authors discussed a solution for the safety of Concealed Data Aggregation 
(CDA) and general Private Data Aggregation (PDA). According to the authors, the security model 
covers both private-key and public-key based CDA/PDA constructions. And also, a critical security 
requirement for in-network aggregation to work effectively in the presence of active attacks is the end -
to-end aggregate authenticity (or integrity). 

The authors in [3] mentioned the 3-factor authentication scheme for WSN using Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography (ECC). They accompanied eight fundamental steps, specifically, System setup and sensor 
node registration phase, user registration phase, login phase, authentication phase, post -deployment 
phase, password change phase, gateway impersonation attack, sensor node impersonation attack, session 
key disclosure attack, and new smart card issue attack. After the implementation, they compared the 
result with respect to security features, computational cost, communication cost, and storage cost. 

The authors in [5] have proposed a light-weight security protocol that is equipped with key 
renewability and makes a tradeoff between security and resource consumption. The authors also proposed a 
joint authentication and recovery algorithm for rekeying, in which the key server periodically broadcasts a new 
key well before its use for encryption/decryption, and a client node will authenticate the received key and then 
recovers the previously missed out keys. The key hierarchy which was used in LiSP is as follows: 

 

The authors in [6] have discussed the wormhole based attacks and their countermeasures in wireless sensor 
networks. As per the authors, in wormhole attacks, attackers create a low latency link between two points in the 
network. Once the link is created, the attacker collects the data packets, sends the data packets using the low-
latency link, and replays them at the other end. Wormhole attack results in a modification in the network data 
flow and then deceiving the base station. The authors discussed wormhole attacks and illustrated the state-of-art 
in wormhole attack detection in wireless sensor networks. The authors discussed various kinds of wormhole 
attacks such as wormhole using encapsulation, wormhole using high-quality/out of band channel, wormhole 
using high power transmission capability, wormhole using protocol distortion. They also discussed the 
wormhole attack detection mechanisms such as distance-bounding/consistency based approaches, synchronized 
clock based solutions, multi-dimensional scaling-visualization based solutions, trust-based solutions, 
localization-based solutions, secure neighbor discovery solutions, connectivity-based approaches, and radio 
fingerprinting approaches. 

In [7], the authors’ talk the integrated privacy, security, and trust solution for WSNs was presented that is 
needed for achieving completeness in the security solution. They also described the integration details of the 
privacy, security, and trust components that are helpful in understanding the interactions between various 
components. They have done the theoretical analysis and evaluation on memory consumption, communication 
overhead, etc. The following figure shows their result with respect to memory consumption. 
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The figure shows the result with respect to communication overhead. 

 

The inspiration given by the authors in [8] combines the advantages of both symmetric and asymmetric 
encryption algorithms, by the way of using AES, DES, and m-RSA algorithms. In the encryption system, the 
plain text is divided into three components after which the AES encryption approach has been applied in the 
first part, DES on the second part, and m-RSA on the third part. These are applied in parallel by the usage of 
parallel Computing Toolbox feature in MATLAB 2017a. The ciphertext is the combination of three cipher texts, 
is dispatched to the receiver. 

The authors in [9] have mentioned the encryption and decryption system using the symmetric method in 
wireless sensor networks. They also have mentioned data transmission in wireless sensor networks. According 
to the authors, the security of the data transmission of wireless sensor networks can be considerably progressed 
by using the symmetric key algorithm. Based on this, the transmission performance of the wireless sensor 
networks is further analyzed to improve the overall transmission performance of the wireless sensor networks.  

In [11], the authors have listed the various security issues that may cause harm to the flow of data in wireless 
sensor networks and also the feasible countermeasure for these issues. They also list various limitations in 
wireless sensor networks such as node, network, and physical limitations.  

There are two key management schemes [12], namely centralized and distributed schemes. The centralized 
scheme relies on a trusted third party key distribution center (kdc) to distribute and manage keys. Whereas the 
distributed scheme there are no key distribution centers rather the generation and updating of keys is done 
completely in a distributed manner. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

We have performed a survey on various security problems and countermeasures in those areas. Many 
researchers have proposed security countermeasures and few are taken into consideration on this paper. Several 
authors have also mentioned the security issues and proposed a few strategies on those problems. The discussion 
on security issues in wireless sensor networks from various authors has been illustrated in this paper. 
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